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Rahab’s Daughters

RAHAB’S DAUGHTERS recognizes that human trafficking is the 2nd fastest-
growing crime in the world, which is why they consider all routes to combating it. 
Not only do they fight against it through face-to-face efforts, but they also combat 

it online using technology. They have created software and a variety of different online 
platforms to help take a stand against this horrific and heartbreaking multi-billion-dollar 
industry. 

Sharmila (Sam) Wijeyakumar, a survivor of human trafficking, co-founded Rahab’s 
Daughters in 2013 with her family. Having lived the experience of being a human traffick-
ing victim, she set out to create an organization that offers support to survivors in a variety 
of ways, while working to put an end to human trafficking. Together with her family and 
an army of dedicated volunteers, donors, and partners, Rahab’s Daughters has grown into 
an effective and dynamic organization that aims to attack the problem from all sides. Sup-
porters have enabled the nonprofit to offer support and resources to over 1,500 survivors 
through its rescue and rehabilitation efforts. Headquartered in the Northwest Suburbs, 
their team engages community members through prevention and awareness programs that 
are offered throughout the Chicagoland area, as well as in other chapter locations, including 
Indiana, Florida, New York, Minnesota, and California. Learn more at rahabsdaughters.org. 

BUILDING A MOVEMENT AND REBUILDING LIVES
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Benita White Arnold and Donnell Arnold

From left: Paul Ingallinera, Ashley Nicole, Dr. Denardo Ramos, Sharmila Wijeyakumar, Kendra Fluegeman, and Edwin Aguliar.
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John Anthony is the host of “Black and Right” on AM 
560 radio, with Mark Vargas, Judson University alum-
nus and guest interviewer for the university’s World 

Leaders Forum. 

Rahab’s Daughters volunteers are (from left) Heather Kiedrowski, Hugo Morales, Tamika Morales, Mona 
Jee, Margaret Debska, Carissa Dahik, Steve Dahik, Heidi Provo, and Ian Provo. 

Michelle Chase and William Carroll

Nick and Heather Kiedrowski

Tamika Morales, Saray Rodriguez, Kevin Aberson, and Kim Aberson.

Hugo and Tamika Morales

Erin Sherrow and Rahab’s Daughters 
Indiana Chapter rep Terri Griffin

Sharmila Wijeyakumar is the founder of Rahab’s Daughters. 


